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It is fleIl known that, if an independent variable n an equation to he esti-
mated by least-squares regression is itselt' a distributed lag, it is necessary
to impose some restriction in orden to identify both the independent van-
ahIcs coelhcient in the cquaion and the weights defIning the distributed
lag. If the proxy variable for "expected permanent income'' in a consump-
tion function is defined as a distributed lag on past observations of in-
conic, for example, a restriction is necessary to identify both the marginal
propensity to consunie out otexpected permanent ncome and the weights
deilning the autoregressive expectation. A familiar practice under such cir-
cumstances is to impose the restriction that the weights in the distributed
lag must have a prespecilied suni, so that the estimated coefficient of the
independent variable in the equation is simpl the sum ol the 'in restricted
lag weight estimates diided b the prespecilied weight sum, This sum re-
striction. svhich is easy enough to inipose alter estiillatioii of the equation,
need not represent any complication for the estimation process itself
even if the relevant independent variable is i nonlinear term such as the
product of the distributed lag and another variable.

But what ii' the equation to he estimated includes oto nonlinear in-
dependent variahks, each delined as the product of the same distributed
lag and one other variable? Sinlpl\ estimating the equation and then ap-
plying the same prespecified sum restriction to both appearances of the
distributed lag is sufficient to identi lv all of the lag weights as well as the
coefficients of both independent variables, hut the t o sets of estimated
lag weight patterns ill in eneraI he different. Imposing the usual sum

SUlle juihors Ire, reSpeCti\it , A',oitc Professor ot Eeono,n,s. Harvard U,iisersitv,
and Financial Ecotionust, Federal Reserse Bank 0/ Kat,sr (liv. They are ratetui to Gar
Chamberlain and Zv, (iriliches for help/ui discussion, ,ind to she Natonal Science Found,,-
hot and the N 0/ ,on,I Ru ret s/ Fco,i,si P. esea ret, for research support
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restriction after estinlatioii of the cquatioii is not sutlicient tO Constrain
the lv. 5) sets of individual fac v. eights to he identical.

The object of this paper is to derive a procecitire V. hich ilot °nk
identifies all of the relevant coeliicients and tau wetehls, v.heii thc
distributed lag appears twice iii an eqliatR)n to he estiillate(J hut also
constrains the two sets of individual lag weights It) he identical In par-
ticular, the procedure for solving this identification-constraint problem
volves prior imposition of the restriction on the lag eight sum t is

necessay to impose the sum constraint be/ore estimating the equation .\n
additional useful feature of this procedure is t hat it facilitates rea(lily im-
posing the sum coilstraiilt on all of the lag weights even if. followi2 Sinis
[14J, the leading lag weight is independent of a polynomial constraint im-
posed on the remaining lag v.eights.

Section I stales in precise terms the nature of the identification prob-
lem . Section II. using the direct method of polynomial distributed lug esti-
ination, derives the prior sum constraint procedure. Section Ill illustrates
the usc of this procedure with an catn pIe dray n from an anal sis h one
of the authors of corporate financing behavior. Section l briefly sum-
marizes the paper's principal conclusions.

1. T'iii PRoI4I.t1

Consider the problem of estimating b ordinary least squares the c-
pression

(I .1) = a + /3(p1 x,) + u,
where

(1.2)

a, fi and b,, r = 0,..., T + I, arc the Parameters to he estimated, and T is

an integer defining the lac length in (I .2). Sintpl estimating (1.1) 'afh
(1.2) substituted br x yields a set of estimates (/ i, ), i = 0.....1 + I.
thereby still leaving /3 and . T = 0.....1 + I , unidentified. A coninion-
place ssa' to identify these paranieters is to impose a suni constraint

(1.3) =

for prespecified & thereby faciliating the solution for 3 and ,, T 0

The most lamiluar such Constraint in cxpectatioiial niodels is I. sthich mptics
that the autoregressive expectation defined by (1.2) is formed on the assumption ihii ilic
process generating Zr is borderline stationarv/nonstationar i.e., illS esel 01 xhvn
has persisted for T i- I time periods is expected to persist indcliniicis. lor criticisms oi ihe
Use ola Unit sum constraint, see lucas 1101 and Sargent [12]
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T + I. as

(I 4)

(1.7)

(1.8) =

7 0,..,j +

This simple restriction, imposed after estimation of T = o.....T + I, is sufficient to identif' the ccluations Parameters regardless of ad.ditional polynomial constraints on , = ......I ± 1, with or without
further iero restrictions etc.

Suppose, however, that the equation to he estimated S flot(1.l) hut
(1.6) = ' + itpx,) + y(q,.v4) + u,

where .v is again the distributed lag dcljned in (1.2) and y is an additional
parameter to he estimated. Repetition of the procedure described above
for equation (I .1 ), now with the add it ion of

1+Iv, -=L ()
r - (I

0

-
141 ()

results in two difierent values of each 0, , = 0. . . , 1 + I - one from
(1.5) and one from (1.8). By contrast, the economic logic oF (1 .6), in which
the two independent variables involve the same distributed lag, clearly in-
dicates that the 0. relevant to (p,.v, ,) should he identical to the 0. relc-
vantto(q1x,), r = 0,. .....+ 1.

Hence unrestricted estimation of (I .6). with subsequent imposition of
the sum restriction (1.3) via (I .4. I .5) and (1 7, 1.8), oversolves the prob-
lem of identifying the paranieters of (I .6). Section II derives a procedure
for solving this problem which uses (1.3) to yield estimates and

- and
identical sets of estimates 0,, T = 0.....T ± 1.

11. TuE PRIOR SUNI CONSTRAiNT PRocEcnJRI

Direct Lctin,at jOR (If Polinomial Distributed Lags. Constraining dis-
tributed lag weights such as o,, = 0.......+ I. in (1.2) to depend on
the corresponding lac r according to some polynomial expression is a fa-
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mihar procedure, ritended to reduce the ii nm her of in(fepen(fept
parinlL_ters to he estimated as eli as to enforce :1 prror hehcf,
'iilOOft_ness: I he most et)ninioni flietlitld Of sinl p) nionilial diirihiitCd

constraint,, i, due to A1non . Ii th t'i Lu t ul Irior ttltpositit)fl Itt d,Um constraint, llt)'e\er. it is mote eOIt'.eniR'rlt to ork from 5 hat ((loper3] has called the "direct tiiethttd. C ouper deul n',tiated tiii "UiC themethods difler onls h a iionisiilgul:jr tranisftrnration the corresTond
trig sets oh estiniated lag weights are identical, o that the re;iSoil f1j-
the direct method here is merck a ma U er of coinpnitat ional
The Appendix to this paper derives procedures, based on the Alnin
method, whelm are equivalent to the proceihn res derived iii t his section
usini the direct method.

i-or a generali'ed (I nstribu ted Ia term like (I .2). the direct approachto imposinli! polynomial coflstra iii ts Oil the lag weights , T () I +represents these coelliciertis il the form

In the simplest polynomial distributed lag models, variable x, in (1.2)
is observable and the problem is to estimate (I 2) directly, constrainedonly h the Polynomial pattern of the lag w eiehts. Ordinary least-squares
regression, with .n, as the dependent variable and the distributed lag in theform (2.2). ickis an estiniate A, kr each A,, j = () Q + I. togetherwith the respective variances and cov(riances of these estimates Corres-
ponding estimates of' the distributed lag vciglifs themselves follow directlfrom (2.1) as

Q +

(2.3) AT', i- = 0

The "aruinces and covar nees of the distributed lag weight estimates fol-low as

2For additj,tn,1i reference see Jorgenson VJI and (iritiches ] Shitters proceJurmects these tso ohjeti in a sntes1i, difttr1t 5SLV Iteliels ,thoiii snis ihness areespeu,ait prevalent in the Contest of tags representing aunoregresse Ckpeeiaiion.
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=0 Q+I.

0
(2.1) A, r', T = 0, 1 I,

"here Q ± I is the degree of the polynomial and the A,, / = 0 Qare the fixed parameters to he estimated. Suhstitutn0 (2.1) into( 1.2) yields
(I

(2.2 .s, =

where
I:'



0'' (jI
(2.4) COy (. ) T'T Coy (A,,\ T,T t)......

Imposing zero Coflst raintc p rtcn ar Clencak ul die PolYnomialdistributed lag (tvpcaiIv b or 1, , Or both ) is also COnhifloil and isstraightforward For example, the constraint

(2.5)

implies lronh (2.1)

(_) t

(2.6) A,(T + 2) = 0.

To impose this corist raint, t is necessary to solve (2.6) for air. ou of the
0 Q + I. lor A,,, for exam pie, the solutioii of (2.6) yields sim-

ply

(2.7) A, = - AU + 2)'.

Substituting (2.7) into (2.2) yields

C''
(2.8) > AZ,;

where
7,, (1 +

Ordinary least-squares regression, with x, as the dependent variable
and the distributed lag in the Form (2.). yields estimates A,. / = I Q I

together with their respective variances and covariances. and the estiniate
of A0 follows from (2.7) as

A,,
=

A,(T ± 2)'.

The distributed lag seight estimates rS,, r = 0 1 - I. again follow
from (2.3). The variances and Covariances of these estimates again folrow
from (2.4), where

Q,-) Q+I

var(A,,) = (7' + 2' cov(A,. A,

C I

cov(X,. A,) = (T i- 2)' cov(A,,A,L

Imposing i/u' Prior Sum ('on.frain1. As Sect ion I explains. whc ii the
equation to be estimated is (I .1) instead of (I .2) for example, if x, is Un-
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observable it is useful to impose, in addition to the pol\straint (2. ) and the tero et)flstrilint (2), the sun COnStriit
(Furthermore followjn Sims' I 'fl sIiOieStjOn Ill litany eireufl)stiileeappropriate tO exclur.Ie the lead iflt! Li eieht ô from Ihe P0l\ilomiaf Con.straIn! w Ii iuh hen beeont es

11 + 7?1(T =1'- I-

Freeing the leading lag eight from the pols flonlial COfist ra Fit Co in pilta t iorialls
trivia! in the absence of the SOft

Constraint
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s!+1
A0 =l7t + 17

A = + li5 -+-

I))1 [ (/) 1

j [' (T+ l)' Q 4- I

(2.1')
= A,r, r=0.......

= 0

while still including &, within the sum constraint (1.3).
Substituting (1.3) into (2.l') yields

(2.9) + (T + 1)A0 + A1 + ,A, =

where

=1.....Q+l.
and substituting (2.5) into (2.!') yields

(2.6') A,(T ± I)' = 0.

To impose jointly the full set of constraints it is sufficient to solve (2 9jand (2.6') for ny two of the A,, j = 0.....Q + I, For A,, and A, forexample, the solution of(2,9) and (2.6') yields

lit + I

- (T + 1)2

+ I)
--



-

where

(2.14)

[, + ii,(i' + I)]

and substituting (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.12) yields
+ I

(2.13) = f0Z1 + (Ô - i5)Z', +

vhere

- -
Z)i,Zt+,+,ZI,+Z, j=2.....Q+l.

Nonlinear regression, with x, in the form (2.13) replaced by (x -
Z) on the right-hand side of (1.6), yields estimates ö and X,,j = 2.....

Q + 1, together with their respective variances and covarjances as well as
estimates and . Estimates A and A then follow from (2.10) and (2.11)
as

Q+I

= - 7i + ijô +

and estimates of the remaining distributed lag weights follow in turn from
(2.1') as

j=2.....Q+'.

= - + 7;io +

1=0.....

Hence imposing the suni constraint prior to estimation, in the manner of
(2.9)(2. 14), yields only a single set of lag weights for the two appearances
of the distributed lag in (I .6). The variances and covariances of the dis-
tributed lag weight estimates follow from

Q+I Q+I
cov(ô = TT' cov(A1, A,>,

jO

43S

substituting (2. I') into (I .2) yields

(2.12) Xj = 0Z,
o



/11

where

\dr(A,,)

V

, r' CO(iS,,, A,).

(77
) 'ar(,,) 2i,. , A,)

(.,,I 0.1

+ cov(A,. A,)

(I I

var(A) = .var(,) - 21,H 71,'COv(Ô,,, A,)

i ;;.00V(A,. ;\,

(I.
cov(X,,,A,) = ii, lj var(,,) (7/, 71; .4. 1) ii,) cov(,,, A,)

(1,1 Q,I
+ , ,j,'. cov(A, . A, )

eov(A,,, A1j = eov(,, A, ) ± q cov(A,, A, Q+l

cov(A1, A1) = cov(,, A,) + i,'eov(A,, A,). j = 2,..., Q
(1 I

cov(b0 , A,,) = 7/, Var(i,, ) 4 7;, Ct)v(,,, A,

cov(50, A) = var(5,,) -- ij,' cov(,, A,).

In ijIl cases Considered here, it is ol course possible to use and
var(,50 ) to test directly the null hvpothe5j5 that the (Free) leading sveiehtis zero. II ô,, = 0, the procedure developed above is still valid for the
remaining seights ,, = I .....I + I. All thai is necessary is to set= 0 in (2. 13) and to re-estimate the

equation aeeordinl. All estimates.
variances and Covariances oIlo as hetre, with ,, var(ô,,) and all co-VarianCeS of

,, ith the other estimated parameters simply set equal to/C 10.

In sum, the estimat)p procedure based on nonlinear regression Using
the suhstjttited Form (2. 13) br the distributed lag variable v, in (1.2) yields
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ltg weight estimates ,, = 0 j.... / + i, the sUIi Constraint
(1.3), the zero constraint (2.5) ant! the polvnoniial COnstraint (7 I) or the
equvalct (2. ') 'liich omits the leadint! lag weioht. In addition the pro
cedtirc 1101 only identities the coeflictetits and -y in I .6) hut tiso con-
st!ai1s the indi'.'idua! lag weights to he identical in both ii)pea[ajiCes in
(1.6) of the dstiihUtcd lag variable v1

III. A hits IRA lioN

An example may serve to illustrate the application of the estimation
procedure derived in Section II. An analysis of Corporate iinalcing be-
havior by one of the authors F7] modeled isotiujninejal business Corpora-
tions' net new issues of long-term bonds by combining the fansiliar linear

homogeneous model of port folio allocation, applied to the selection of
liabilities tO finance externally a given cumulated deficit requircmcnt,S

.01*
(3.1) = -F ± it,, 1=1 .....A',

A S

with the optimal marginal adjustment model of portfolio adjustment out
of equiIibriurn5

(3.2)

where

(3.3)

and

= O,(ADr - ) + XI),.

L*
__!i j = I.....N

L,i = A' = the borrower's desired equilibrium amount of
the i-th liability outstanding at time period t

= L))

41t is clear that this procedure based on a prior sum constraint on the distributed lag
weights is not the only way to accomplish these ohjeiives. A prior constraint on the raito
of and 'y in (1.6) for example, would facilitate achie'. iiig the same purpose by simply im-
posing the lag weight suns constraint a/lee the nonlinear estinlatton of (1.6) in the form

I', ir + Si - jq .'., -{

\ dj

ith prespecified ratio ('t/.d). Imposing the lag weight suns constraint before the estimation
has the advantage, ho'.'.evcr, of requiring no further restrictions such as a prespecitied ratio
of and

5See de Lecuw 14] for a discussion of the rationale behind the faniiltar linear homo-
genous model of portfolio UllOcAlti011 -

6See Friedman [6] for a discussion i,1 the rationale behind the opiimal marginal ad-
Jusiment generalitation of the standard siock adjustment model.
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1) = the borcower' total cum (ilatc(l
e\tcril.iI (ktjLitat time period ,

r4. = = the expected "horr4i ii period" Yield
hek-th liability at time perio(I

q1,/: I the values at time Period I 4)1 iddjt11.11 van.ables which influence the liocation of the port.lolio ol outstanding IabjIjte.L, i = N = the borrower's actual
ilhliOulit 01 the i-Ui liihd.ity Outstanding at ti I1IC perio&j i( 1., 1),)

and the ir, and O arc parameters satist'ing the relevant addinupConstraints specified in Brainard and Tohi n [2J.
A n Tki or q variable which in II ueneCS the

determination of the equlibriurn allocation ratios in (3.!) therefore appears twice in (32), in flOp-linear form both times. Expanding (3.2) after suhstjtutii (3 I) for the/ = I ,N ind!eatcs that the coellicient of each resultji (r,/) I or(qi .'0r) terni consists of a single parameter /J, or wh icli, from (3 I),is presumahl\ of known sign a priori. By contrast, the coelfiejent of eachresulting (r,D, ) or (q,D1 ) term is a sum of products of parametersfrom (3. I) and (3.2) and is in general of unknown sign a priori; nevcrlheless, since these terms do appear in the model specification it is inappr.priate to impose the assumption that their respectie coellicicnts are Ieroby eliminating them from the estimated equation
The equation developed in [7} for net new issues of longter bondsof hlonfinancial corporations follows (3.1) (3.3), introducing three kldvariables and four non-yield variables in (3.!). The three yield variablesin particular are

= the currently Prevailing yield, at time period I, on new issues of
corporations' long-term bonds

r Corporations' expectation, at tirile period ,, of the average fu-tLlre yield on new Issues of their long-terni bonds
r, = corporations' expectation, at time period I, of the a\erage cur-

rent and future level of yields on their short-terni securities
and the unobservable and r variables arc in turn modeled as auto-
regressive distributed lags as in (1.2). hence the estimated net bond issuesequation is analogous to expression (I .6) in that the distributed lag 'ari-ables each appear twice, in two

separate independent variables. Since theexpectation in the (r1I),) terni is the same as that in the (r1I)1
) term.it is necessary to use sonic procedure like that developed in Section II inorder to constrain the individual distributed lag weights defining r', to heidentical in the two terms. The same requirenneiit applies to the to ap-pearances of r',,

The result of estiniating this expression using quarterly U.S data br

4 3
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1960:1 I973:IV, is7

l.837\D, 5.387r51.tl), ± O.O4IÔ7rB,/)
I

(4.8) (--6.2) (4.5)

+ 4.732 r,,..\l), 0.03886 r'fi,l), + 0.4046 r/)
(6.0) ( -4.1) (3.0)

-t 5.600 q,.\I), 5.331 12,,.X1), 0.2579 q1, D,
(2.7) (-- 3.0) I .7)

+ 0.6239q41D, 0.07134 B,. + 0.078895,
(3.6) (-4.8) (2.6)

= 0.95 SE = 303 II = 1.28

where9

B, = corporations' outstanding amount of longterin bonds

'ii, = stock of fixed investment

(12, = average retained earnings
= inventory o1 bond dealers
= equity retirements

St = corporations' outstanding amount of short-term liabilities
= coefficient of determination, adjusted for degrees of freedom

SE = standard error of estimate (in millions of dollars)
Durhin's [51 11-statistic

and the numbers in parentheses arc ratios of estimates to standard errors
for each coefficient.

All estimated coefficients in the bond issues equation which corres-
pond to single parameters of(3.l) have the signs expected a priori. With
two exceptions, the cocllIcients of the nonlinear terms involving 1), did
not significantly dill'er from zero, and so these terms are eliminated front
the final specification of the equation. In particular, the (r D, ) term is
eliminated, thereby avoiding the need to constrain the distributed lag
weights delining r, to be identical in two separate terms. Imposition of
the sum constraint (1.3) after estimation of the equation is sufficient to
identify both the associated fl = 0.4046 and the set of lag weights.9

7The equation is estimated using an instrumental variables procedure, because of the
joint determination of B, and re,. For a detailed description of the estimation process
and an evaluation and interpretation of the results, see Friedman I7F.

See Friedman [7j for a more detailed description of the data and variable definitions
(especially q,, q41).

The distributed lag defining ic, is

The estimation procedure constrained ,, r 2 17, to follow a thlrd-de2ree polviionial
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By contrast, both (Ta, I), ) and (r, I), ) have COetlIe,its
signili.cantl)' differ from .cro, and the presence of (r,, 1), ) along with

leads to the need for the prior sum Constraint Procedure
developed i s.tion 11. The distributed lag expression for r iii both of the

\Of

r, in the estimated equation, is'0

8, = + ir = I

= 0.1397 = 0.1034 = 0.01474
= 0.1636 = 0.07992 io = 0,000124
= 0.1568 l7 = 0.05624 = -0.008271
= 0.1517 = t).03398 I2 = 0.008846
= 0.1251

Following the discussion in Section II, the estimation procedure Coil.strains ô, r = ......12, to follow a third-degree polynomial
With theimplicit ô0 = 0, and leaves free of the polvnomja

Coflstrairlt but stillincludes it within the suni constraint,'

JV. SUMMARY

The procedure for distributed lag estimation developed in this paperis useful when two separate independent variables, in an equation to be
estimated by least-squares regression, both contain the same distributed
lag. The proccdurc, which involves the prior imposition of a restriction onthe sum of the relevant distributed lag weights, serves not only to identify
the coefficients of the two nonlinear independent variables hut also to con-
strain the individual distributed lag weights to be identical in the lag's Esso

with the implicit 0, and lelt 5 free of the polynomial constraint but still included itwithin the sum constraint. (Initial experimentation could not reject the hypothesis o = 0)The lag weights (which exhibit a pattern strikingly similar to that reported by Modigliarnand Shiller (Ill in their reduced-form equation which also includes a distributed lag onpast levels of the short-term yield as a proxy for expectations of this yield's future level)are - .1657, .06996, .08212, .09451, 09691, .09998, .1006, .09861, .0941, 08873, 08115.07212, .06186, .05060, .03855, .02596, .01303. The standard error ratio for a is -20, andthe F-statistic for the two polynomial variables jointly is 5.7.
'°Note that, since the flrst-ditTerenccs representation of r, implies the presence ofr, with unit coefficient, the identification

problem 1)1 Scction I would not arise in this equa-lion if r, were not already an argument of the bond issues function The analssis in 7exploits this relation to test whether the - 5.382 coctlicieiit on r&.I), is significantly dificrent from the 4.732 coefficient on by rc.estimating the equation with r8, eliminatedfrom the r, expression: the
resulting coefficient or r81.XI), (which is then, of course, -0t50- 5.382 + 4.732) does turn out to he signiIican(I different from icro at high conlidencelevels.

The standard error ratios for a and the two polynomial variables are. respectisels6.6., 3.5, and 4.1.
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appearances in the estimated equation In addition, this prior stun constraint procedure is especially convenient in the context of p0lyflomiadistributed lags with the leading lag weight left free of the pol\'nomjal
constraint.

A Pi1NlIX

Estimation (I Pot iiiom Ia! Distributed Lags using the ii Iflion MethodThe Almon approach to imposing Polynonual
constraints On the lag

weights , in (1.2) represents these coelilcients in the form
Qf I

(Al) o = 'ty1,(r), T 0.....T+ I,

where Q + I is the degree of the Polynomial as in (2.1); the
, j =o.....Q + L are the fixed parameters to be estimated and the ,(r) arevalues of Lagrangian interpolation polynomials given b

(r - r0)(r -- ( -- r)( - r ) (r TQ1)AT)
TO)(Tj -- r1).. - )( -

where the r1,j = 0.....Q + I. are arbitrary values along the polynornil
lag structure.

For r = I, I = 0.....Q + I, the Almon approach reduces to the
direct approach of Section II, and, in general,

(A 2) = I, j = 0.....Q + 1,
(A.3) = 0, I j', j,j' = 0.....Q + I

Substituting (A. I) into (1.2) yields

1+1

j=0.....Q+l.
-.0

Ordinary least-squares regression, with x, as the dependent variable
and the distributed lag in the form (A.4), yields an estimate i/ii for each
,, j = 0.....Q + 1, together with the respective variances and covari-

ances of these estimates. Corresponding estimates of the distributed lag
weights themselves follow directly from (A. I) as

Q +1

& T=0.....T+l.
j-0
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Q4

(A 4) = :
j 0

where



/ /

U

The variances and covariances ol the distributed lac weigh estj ate
_

Q, ),j
(A .) cov(,, ) = 4', ( T) ( r') coy (u,,

, ,
/ - I) -0

T,T' = 0 1+ I.
From (A. I ) (i\.3), it t011O'\ S that imposing the zero Constraint in (2 5)is equivalent to selecting

(A.6) = 1' + 2
(A?) = 0.

low as-

1-lence ilis possible to rewrite the lag COct1ictts. condj(js)ttl (A .6).

= 1,(r). r u,..:' +
/ .. 0

thereby deletine all terms involving
Lstiniaton in this case proceeds as before, Upon the

substitution of(A.8) into (1.2).

Imposing i/u' Prior Sum (on.c(raj,,I To impose the Coflstrujtits 0(A. I), (2.5) and (1.3), while leaving the leadin lag weight ô free ci thepolynomial Constraint, it is useful to represent the ren1ainin lag 'eightsincluded in the pol\no,ii ial lag as

V

= 1'F,(), T = 0.......

so that imposing the zero constraint (2.5) is then equivalent to selecting
(A.6') T,1 = T + I

fl Conjunction 'ith (A.7). Ilenee it is possible to res rite the lag eightsincluded ss ithin the poivnom al lag structure, conditiomil on (A 6'), as

(A.8')
= 0......

I)

Suhstittit ng (A .8') into the sum constrzii nt (I .3) iclds

(A.9)
U ,4,(r) =

,=ii

2To asoid needle55 FCpetlton troni the hod of the paper, the he)o,s of hcCtiffl,1t iOn proCeduie in th preene ot the ICr,) .10(1 5flfl dc iitt deritL hS.irIUflce and COvar flees 01 (he , S () 1 + t these foIlos, in each ise. trimCStin1a(ng the variances
and COvariarlec/ of ,,j = 0. Q = I. arid uhstituIiii ifilO )
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To impose the stiu constraint ii IS UCceSSary to Solve (A.9)
(or one of the= 0,.... Q, or (Or For r 0 thu solution to this lrhlcin kand ts applicable uSiIi t11O currei)tl a uilihlc Stiiidartl

polyilofliliti dst rihuted lag eSllnlatiori progra,iis For ó, = (). he proce-dire is computationaily more dillicult, SO that it is ii()5 COnvCnjCnt torely on the direct apprt)aeh of Section ii.
For ô solving ('\.9) for & yields

(A.l0) =
-

Substituting (A.8') and (A. 10) into (1 .2) yields

C

where

The simplicity of this result is readily apparent. The procedure im-
poses both zero and sum constraints on a polynomial lag structure, with

free of the polynomial constraint, simply by representing the equation
with

(A.! I) = Zr + ,i(zri - Zr)
substituted for x, in the form (1.2), and using a standard polynomial dis-
tributed lag estimation procedure to constrain the right-hand tail of the
lag structure to zero. The leading lag 'eight & is readily computed from
the sum of the lag coefficients &,, = 0......., i (Al!)

and the variance of0 follows as

(A.!3) var(Ô) = var(Y

Hence (A. (2) arid (A. 13) facilitate testing directly the signilicanceof0.
If the leading lag weight ô0 is constrained to equal zero, however, it is

necessary to solve (A.9) for some other parameter, thereby complicating
the computational aspects of the estimation and rendering the direct ap-
proach of Section II substantially easier to imuplenient. Soluing (i\.9) for

for example, yields

I ft

(A.12) =
r



S

(A.14) o = '- -

-i->

whereI41) 4'(i ),
) and imposing the constraint , = 0 then involves simpI de!etjtie tI1 ICtip

in o from (A. 14). Substituting (A.8') arid (A. 14) into [.2) vicl

(A.15) x, = ( W" +Si

where

, (iv;'-- + 4,(T)

Lv;; j = 0 Q.

The analog of this expression in the direct approach iS (2.13). The etin)a.
tion procedure based on (A. 15) is more difficult to itiipleriiettt than that
based on (2.13) because of the greater complexity of the 4,(T) in (.\
in contrast to the r1 in (2.1').
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